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Lake Parsippany Board of Directors Meeting

January 11, 2021

This monthly meeting of the Board of Directors of the Lake Parsippany Property Owners Association was
called to order by Pulkit Desai via ZOOM Web based meeting at 7:30 PM

Directors Present Absent
Pulkit Desai, President X

Danny Desai, VP X
Sebastian Ostolaza, Treasurer X

Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary X
Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary X

Chrissy To, District 1 X
Jeff Star, District 1 X

Rinam Shah, District 1 X
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 X

Darshana Kalavadia District 2 X
Casey Palermo, District 2 X
Tony Suprum, District 3 X
Don Phelps, District 3 X

Rajnikant Patel, District 3 X
Jenn DeStefano, District 4 X
John Scrivens, District 4 X

Deepa Patwa Tailor, District 4 X

Minutes: Motion for approval of November and December minutes as electronically submitted from
Pulkit, seconded by Rinam.  All approved. Danny added that he will add appropriate addendum to the
December minutes.

Pulkit commented that all minutes appreciated by the board and asking for reports submitted to Marilyn in
writing, trying to keep meetings as accurate and as short as possible.

MEMBERSHIP/SALES REPORT

Tarak reported that $7696.00 in late dues/fees has been collected for 4Q20.   Waiting for full report from
accountant identifying members paid, however until we receive we cannot update membership
information.
Data reported in the December minutes as follows:

BASIC MEMBERSHIP 959
FULL 389
SENIOR 100
NON-RESIDENT FULL 56
NON RESIDENT-SENIOR 13

Grand Total 1517
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TREASURER REPORT
Sebastian reported the following:
Chase: $98,448.00
Merrill Lynch: $179,098.00
Total: $277,538.00

CORRESPONDANCE

Pulkit received multiple questions regarding Membership and Budgets as well as many questions
regarding our meeting for 3rd party mediation, looking for status updates.  Pulkit still needs to reply to one
person until he has time to respond meaningfully.  One other email regarding a member with an issue
with a tree stump that they want LPPOA to remove, Bill Sempier has provided Pulkit with information and
Pulkit is working on this issue.
Many phone calls, urging membership to use CONTACT US link, however reports many members want
to reach out with calls or on Face Book and have questions about what is going on with that.  Explains
that posts about budget have been removed, and until we are able to work out reason for the Face Book
page, although this may be a good communication venue, it has potential for many problems as well.

President Report
Below is Pulkit’s report:
I like to thank Sebastian for all the extra work he does like he mentioned before and along with that all the
board members. We all have spent the same amount of time and some even more.
Marilyn especially has spent a lot of time taking notes but listening to recorded meeting not once but 2,3,4
times. I just listened to it once and I was exhausted.

Speaking of which I like to remind everyone that tensions are high because we have put a lot of work into
this so please be mindful. We're not making life and death decisions here but fighting over dollars and
cents.

The focus leading up to today was the budget and from that how we get to the fees. A few board
members independently looked at the budget to see what can be done. My recommendation is to keep
two tier by taking a look holistically at all aspects.
Covid, those who just want to pay, those who want recreation and what Eileen Born recommended; which
is that this is your first year and you need to work on bringing the community together.
I feel these steps will go a long way to reduce collections and slowly step members into a one-tier system
when life return to normal.
That means we will keep a few things on hold since we can only do them if we get the money but they will
be in the budget. At the same time I recommending to redline a few items with realistic numbers and to
put a few things on hold that can be addressed via collections.
This would help in bringing the fees down.
This means I am proposing two options for membership to view. One and Two Tier.
We're looking at 115/120 for two tier and 150 for one tier.
While still managing to put money towards the reserves and slowly paying back loans.

These fees are reasonable compared to many other lakes in NJ who are paying upwards to average
$500 a year. That is because we are fortunate that the Township is managing the road and certain lake
infrastructure.
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My reasons for two tier is that it satisfies everyone while knowing it still won't make everyone happy but
that is a small minority. And that during Covid raising fee is not the right thing to do.
Once again I will say that when life returns to normal expect a fee increase since there is a lot of work that
we need to do that has been put on hold.

And with that I like to propose to everyone that I like to show the budget that I took a pencil to display
realistic reductions and items on hold.
And to show you what you get with the two-tier options.

BEACH MANAGER REPORT

No report

CLUB HOUSE MANAGER REPORT
Closed with $0.00 for the month of December.  Clubhouse remains closed to renters because of COVID.
Sebastian reported that we passed the annual fire inspection last week, however fire extinguishers need
to be serviced this month, Sebastian will take care of getting this scheduled, will reach out to the
company.  Pulkit thanked Sebastian for all his help also recognizing everyone’s help.

MAINTENANCE
Sebastian spoke to Ed, who was the previous maintenance man, also mentioned fire extinguisher status.

WATER QUALITY (All water test reports on file)
Tony to send out an email to get the Lake Maintenance and Vitality committee started.  Sebastian noted
that he rec’d contract today for water treatment, will forward to Rinam and Tony.

SECURITY
Don reported:  Thanking Brian Kavinski for all his help on securing agreements for the towing and
security companies.
Asking the board to start thinking about how we’re going to address security this coming season.
Tony has the boat auction coming up, and Don needs description of each boat to put in News and Views
(description of 6 confiscated boats).  Auction is open for all members in good standing.  We can maintain
safety at this auction (social distancing, masks etc.).  The board members are not banned from this
auction. Announced that the auction will go forward if fish stocking is not open to the membership.

NEWS AND VIEWS
December and January editions combined and the February issue is due out…articles due soon.  Pulkit
reminded everyone to get any information that they want in News and Views out.

WEBSITE
No report.

ACTIVITIES
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CLUBS

 Ladies Club- Marilyn reported for Maureen…In November, for Thanksgiving,
The Ladies Club gave a $75 Shop-Rite gift card to an anonymous family that was
designated by the Lake Parsippany school nurse. The card was given to the nurse for delivery.
In November, the Ladies Club members personally donated a substantial amount of food to the
Parsippany Emergency Food Pantry.
In December, the Ladies Club members personally purchased Christmas gifts for an anonymous
family (a mom, a grandfather and an eight year old boy) that was designated by the Lake
Parsippany school nurse. The gifts were left with the nurse for delivery.
For December, in lieu of our annual holiday dinner out, we had a virtual, festive meeting with
holiday decorations in the background, wearing Santa hats and reindeer antlers and toasting to a
better New Year. January's meeting will be virtual again, cancelling our annual Progressive
Dinner. There is always next year!
Marilyn thanked Maureen for her report and acknowledged the work by the ladies club.

 Men’s Club- on hold for now
 Fishing Club- Tony reported, he will notify hatchery for prices for new season.  This year we are

stocking channel catfish, which is done every 10 years or so. Trout stocking will be towards the
end of March, catfish towards mid to end of April.  Also reported that he and Mike (Fabricante?)
will probably go pick them up themselves as the cost for the hatchery to deliver is higher than the
cost of fish.  This year the budget for fish stocking is $3500.00.  Pulkit interested in being involved
with the fish stocking event and suggested, because of COVID restrictions/ precautions, that we
videotape the event to share with the community.

 Sailing- Off Season
 Kayak Club-Off Season
 Swim Club- Off season
 Book Club- No report.  Meets every month
 Hub Lakes- Dart season postponed, will start the end of March because of clubhouse availability

due to Covid 19.  Volunteer coaches are needed, also when you renew membership please
remember to sign up for any sports you are interested in.

Committee Updates

 Communications Committee: Deepa reported that she will be setting up meetings either this
week to start meeting.

 Membership Committee: Waiting for budget approval, once that is done, Tarak reported that
the committee will begin working.

 By-laws-Nothing yet
 Welcome Committee: To be run by all the District Reps. Nothing done yet. Will set up meeting
 Lake Maintenance and Vitality-Tony reported that he wants to set up first meeting, spoke with

Chris from lake management sciences who agreed to meet with the committee.  Nothing with
water quality really starts till Mid-April or so.  Water testing with Garden State Labs approximately
2-3 weeks before beaches open, goal is to have at least 2 readings done before the beach opens
full time.

 Events Committee:
Jenn submitted the following: (More details available if desired, Flyers and notifications will   be
sent out closer to event date)
The events committee also has an Instagram Account:  Instagram: lppoa_Events or
https:www.instagram.com/lppoa_events/
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This committee is made up of a group of people who are all very excited to get started and to add
all sorts of events to the lake's calendar!

For February, we were hoping to have the following events approved by the board:
1. A Groundhog Scavenger hunt that would begin on February 1st (Groundhog's day).
2. A Valentine's Event for small children. This event would be similar to a trunk or treat almost
where small children who want to participate can swap valentine goodies!
3. Middle School Trivia Night! We would be using Kahoot to have a night of trivia for the middle
school aged children of the community. An exact date has not been pinpointed.

For March, we were hoping to have the following events approved by the board:
1. Shamrock Scavenger Hunt (this would be the same as the groundhog scavenger hunt but with
different hiding spots, a shamrock, and a different business providing a prize!).
2. Lake Par's Got Talent (we are still working on the specifics but this would run as a virtual talent
show for all ages!)
3. Holi Color Exchange; This event will focus on bringing awareness of Holi to the community and
sharing beautiful colors with the members of our community who would like to participate! This
event will be COVID friendly and we will have a flyer outlining the details!

The events committee has a wonderful array of activities and our group meets monthly in order to
prepare for the months ahead!

Darshana reported the following: The Event Committee has decided to set up an event to celebrate a
day of Love and Friendship for the young kids in our community.
There is lot going on in the world and a little celebration here and there can go a long way and bring a
smile on a kids face.
We will be celebrating Valentine's Day for kids on the 14th of February, by setting them up with secret
valentines. This will be a fully Social distanced event where Parents registering their kid will be buying
a gift for a child while their kid receives a secret valentine gift from another.

Interested parents will have to register their kids by sending information below to our event
registration email lppoa_secretvalentine@googlegroups.com.
After Registration, each Parent will receive detailed information about the event.
The last day to register for this event is 01/31/2021, and a $10 limit will be set for the gift.

We will be publishing this information on our website, News & Views as well as LPPOA Facebook
page.

 Grants:  Nothing has begun yet.
 Youth Committee: Has not met yet, Pulkit will follow up with Neha with update for next month.
 Strategic Planning Committee: Nothing yet, Jeff asking who the chair for this committee is, but

it is fine to meet.
 Collections Committee: Nothing yet, waiting for budget approval.

Pulkit added that last year someone wanted to start a Cricket club.  Please either email Pulkit or send
your information to him via the CONTACT US link on the web-page
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OLD BUSINESS
Pulkit stated: Reminder that we are 2200 strong, that means we are one of the largest property owners
associations in NJ. That being said, please keep in mind when we do things, we try to be on time but
there are sometimes extenuating circumstances so please be patient.

 Approval of PREDFA updated by-laws:  Pulkit stated that he has not yet had the time to review
them, aware that they are updated with the PREDFA Laws, asking to postpone the approval of
these until next month.  Also wants to speak with attorney to get questions answered if they do
come up.  This is priority now.  Sebastian reminded Pulkit that the bylaws were amended by the
attorney so that we can be compliant with the law and this was supposed to be approved in
October, it is already January.  By-Laws cannot be changed until October with the exception of
addition of amendments required by law, as is the case here.  There is really nothing to review, it
is what it is.  Pulkit prefers to wait to make sure that we understand everything.  Deepa added
that she is unable to vote on something she doesn’t understand so she is asking for more time to
review and understand all of the changes.  Pulkit reiterated that reading and understanding is
needed, he is aware he can’t object, but wants a better understanding before approval. Danny
added that he agrees with Deepa and being new board members they must read and understand
what they are voting on before they are able to vote. Jeff stated that because we have not yet
approved the by-laws, we may be operating not in compliance with the law and that we are
opening ourselves to any repercussions because of that.
Randy stated that there was an open question about all committee members, and this will be
addressed later.

BUDGET
Pulkit stated that the board has met often during the last few months preparing the budget and he would
like to present his proposal of what he feels the budget should be.  This budget is the same as was
posted in News and Views, with some additional adjustments. Pulkit stated that he felt they were
reasonable adjustments and gave a couple of examples. He stated that he was able to decrease the total
budget and recommended putting additional items on hold for one additional year, using the collections
money that we are hoping to get this year to address those items that were put on hold. Pulkit
announced that he is looking out for both the communities’ interest and is taking council from our
attorney. Pulkit suggesting that we present both budgets for community review.
Sebastian stated that we are one board and we must present one budget, he feels that President is trying
to divide us.  We, as a board, have one voice.  We presented the budget that we all worked on numerous
times, we published it in the News and Views, and although there was a slight discrepancy, that was
corrected.  Sebastian stated that the expenses that this lake has is presented in the budget posted in
News and Views.  Pulkit stated he wanted to make membership aware of the items that may be another
option, which we can potentially not do. Ongoing discussion between board members.

Sebastian clarified that what we are voting on is the budget that is in News and Views, but we need to
publish the budget on what the association needs. We cannot wait any longer.  Deepa added that the
budget published has some of items that are not every year expenses, and is proposing that we postpone
items that are not required to be done every year, that we wait another year.  Red line items aren’t
removed, just put off til next year.  Jenn asking why after all of the hours spent, why is Pulkit sending a
revised budget last minute and asking us to approve and not giving us time to review.  The budget was
supposed to be approved last month, per our own bylaws. Jeff added that these are things that we should
have done during our work session and this is not the place where we should hash out, he understands
what Pulkit wants to share with community but this should have been presented to the entire board. Tony
also commented that any one of us could have tried to address budget, but we as individuals should not
be doing that, it should be done as a group. Deepa added that the budget we are to vote on has got to be
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what the board votes on. If some time and effort is made to address the budget, what is the harm to
present it to the community, for transparency?

Sebastian stated that this should have been done at the work session, we need to bring to the board
meeting the budget.  Sebastian is making a motion to approve the budget as was presented, Chrissy
seconded.  Deepa motioning to publish Pulkit’s budget also so that the community can view either on the
website or our FB page, Danny seconded.. Tarak stated that we should go with what we discussed at the
last work session.  Marilyn reminded that we have to motion at the end of the meeting.

Membership fees: During the last working session, 2 sets of fees were discussed, Pulkit feels that it
should be shared with community, Sebastian stated we need to act as one and vote on the fee with one
vote.  Danny feels that the community should be kept informed of what the board is addressing. Tony
feels that since membership does not vote on budget, we should present, as one board, the fees that we
work on.  Rinam feels it is our duty to show the membership all the options.  Jenn reminded the board
that the duties of the directors were sent out and we all must uphold what is on this notice.  Pulkit stated it
is a non-binding agreement, and feels that we should just abide by the by-laws.  Jeff added to make sure
if all information is shared, all information and details must be communicated regarding fee structure.
Also wonders what is accomplished by publishing alternate budget and what good would come with that.
Pulkit stated that there are many members who are asking where we are cutting costs, which is why he
wants it published.  Deepa addressed the document, she stated that trying to cut unnecessary costs, is
not an indication of not following our fiduciary responsibility, but we are being fiscally vigilant and
considering the impact it will have on the community.  Deepa stresses that she supports the work the
president is doing by sharing the work he has done on the budget as well.  Jenn reminded the board that
these forms were sent out by our attorney and whether its signed or not, we are still responsible to follow.
Deepa explained that she is not questioning the document, just trying to keep costs low and by doing this
we are not being fiduciarily irresponsible. Randy asking if we move on, and we can vote on both.  Upset
that this is the second month Pulkit brings something up that we have not had a chance to review.  Pulkit
agreed, explained that he should have done it sooner, but didn’t have enough time to finish earlier.
Casey also commented that she never had a chance to review, and stated that work session items should
not be brought to board meetings without chance for review and prior discussion.  Deepa agreed that if
we are not comfortable with the budget he worked on that is fine, but we can vote on the budget that was
reported in News and Views.  Deepa stressed being transparent and we need to show we are working
through things. Deepa stated that the vote can be had but to be transparent to the community she feels
that the other budget that was worked on needs to be shown to the community.  Rinam agrees with
Deepa and added that she wants to communicate with the community that we have worked on other
options.  Rinam also stated that if we must vote on budget that was the budget published she wants it
known that that was a preliminary not a final budget.  Stated we have worked thru a lot of sessions over
the last month, the budget we are voting on was a budget that was published a month ago and
questioning why we worked on it afterwards.  Jeff commented that if the budget Pulkit worked on gets
published, that we include other stipulations such as voters’ rights and access that there are issues there
that all board members do not agree on, it’s important that we stipulate what rights are associated with
the budget. (1:09) Danny added after the prelim budget was published hundreds of comments/questions
were received asking us to cut certain costs and expenses.  Are we thinking to do that or ignore
everyone?  Is it right or wrong.  Randy added that he supports full transparency with all options, however
he is concerned that there is not full transparency among the board members.(1:10)  Sebastian
questioning if we should show/vote on membership fees, wants to pass budget first and then address
membership fees.  The expenses are the expenses of running the lake. Budget is essentially the same
this year as it was last year.

Deepa added, the numbers are the numbers but the work Pulkit has done are not inflated numbers but
numbers based on what we actually spend.  (1:12)  Some of the high ticket items such as the shoreline
and survey costs are not items we spend every year.  This is not the money we need to make every year,
we need to stop saying that these are numbers that we spend every year.  Sebastian added he agrees,
but states that other repairs are going to come up like roof repair, etch.  We need to let community know
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that everyone is equally responsible to meet the budget.  Pulkit commented that it is a shared burden for
2200 homes and stated we spent more time trying to come up with the fees rather than the budget.

Pulkits opinion is as everyones’, we are all responsible for the costs however there is a vast percentage
of community members who only want to pay a basic maintenance cost, and want nothing further to do
with the lake.  If we have everyone pay full cost they won’t pay their bill. The end result is that we need
funding from the community, however with the financial strains covid has caused for many in our
community, we need to consider all when coming up with fees.  Membership still has resentment which
happened prior to covid, although the board did give everyone significant extensions to pay the bill.
When it came to it, close to 1000 properties didn’t pay, and almost 700 didn’t pay.  There was also
resentment that was caused by only allowing the ‘opt out’ fee up until July.  Jeff addressing final
document /budget that Pulkit came up with comes very close to the numbers we spoke about.  One
budget subsidized based on collections, one budget subsidized based on cutting fees of items on budget.
Jeff said it looks like it is all going to come up with the same fee number.
Don added he is uncomfortable passing a budget without membership fees attached and the other point
is that any of these versions of the budget are just prioritizing what we wouldn’t/couldn’t pay if we aren’t
able to collect enough funds. Pulkit wants to get budget passed with membership fee, however no fee
has been decided on.

Non Payment Survey review:  Tarak recommended we talk about this at the next work session.  Jeff
asked if we needed a motion to approve it since we all seem to be fine with the versions electronically
sent to the board.  Jeff motioned that we accept although we don’t have all of the logistics worked out,
Marilyn reminded everyone that motions do not happen during the meeting but at the end of the meeting.

Committee: Where possible Pulkit wants non board members be committee chairs to encourage
community involvement and ownership. Each committee has a board member on them.  No comments.
Last meeting we formed the committees and we had some concerns with one name along the way.  On
the committees, we didn’t name the committee chair.  On the By-Laws committee, Pulkit did not receive
all information needed from both parties and feels that until he receives that, he is not comfortable with
making a decision one way or the other. Pulkit will have a conversation with this person to see if he wants
to withdraw.  Marilyn stated that we would vote on this member being on a committee since we cannot
meet as a committee with that particular person involved, without being approved.  Later on we can revisit
this member’s qualifications for the committee.  Pulkit stated that there are accusations made and doesn’t
have all information. Marilyn reminded that the board has the ability to vote against this person.  Danny
suggested that whoever is associated with that person be on hold as well.  Jeff disagreed.  Randy asked
what proof was needed, Pulkit got the police report did not get FB screenshots or social media trail.  Jenn
stated that Pulkit had enough with the police report and is very upset that she is forced to relive all of the
comments and feels the police report is enough.  Jenn feels that we left this off.
Marilyn suggested that at this time we vote members in and do not address this particular person at this
time.  Darshana asking the police report shared with the entire board, Tarak feels that all board members
should have the same information in order to vote.  Darshana feels if we do not know what is going on
how we can vote.  Sebastian stated he didn’t read it but if a police report was filed, that is enough for him.
Rinam clarified that Jeff rec’d the notice as a D1 rep, and that all D1 reps should received. Jeff stated he
cannot share, that it is up to the member who made the complaint who he sends it to.  Jeff will ask if he is
OK with sending to all District reps.  Randy motioned to exclude this person from the committee,
Sebastian seconded. Pulkit also stated that we talk about this during a work session.

Marilyn listed all committee members removing the one person in question. Tarak added another name to
the by-laws committee, Chandramauli Amin.
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Motion to start collections seconded by Sebastian, seconded by Jeff.
Sebastian also asked what we are doing about the bylaws that were updated by our attorney to be
PREDFA compliant.  Pulkit motioned that we will vote on it next month and Deepa seconded.  Tarak
suggested that the bylaws committee should review.  Jeff explained that the by-laws committee cannot
touch these bylaws.  Pulkit stated that the bylaws committee can meet and make recommended changes.
By-Laws need to be reviewed/updated/amended and voted on by 2/3 of the board and vote on them in
October. Deepa clarified main function of the committee is interpretation?

Marilyn explained that our bylaws were done 2-3 years ago and in September were updated by our
attorney to be PREDFA compliant.  We can do nothing to them until October, 2021. Pulkit stated if we
approve the updated bylaws now, and PREDFA changes, we have them amended at that time by
attorney and vote them in again.

New Business
VOTE on 2021 Budget:
We need to start collections-Motion by Sebastian, Seconded by Jeff
Bylaws-motion to postpone til next month by Pulkit, Seconded by Deepa.

Member Q&A
Ground Rules First and Last name, badge number–or-street address…3-5 minutes and 1 question per
member.  If you have more, you will need to queue again or use CONTACT US.  Pulkit tries to answer
within a day or two.  FB also a venue. The following is a summary of membership comments/questions.

 Bill Sempier question addressed to Jeff “what was the recommendation of free mediator meeting
and why was Pulkit and other members of the board against having the free meeting”? Jeff gave
key points: Mediator walked us thru with best practices, spoke about our fiduciary duties, our lack
of reserve accounts, however suggested we use a property management association first to help.
The gist is that we need to run the association like a business, while trying to pay attention to the
needs of the community. Pulkit replied that he opposed it because he wanted the board to work
things out, once we met with the mediator he came to the understanding that for the longest time
we were a 400 member organization, now we are a 2200 member organization and we need
guidance, a template of how we should be doing things long term.  Pulkit stated we need to stop
utilizing volunteers for repairs and things, but we do need a good management company at some
point to help us and taking into account that our attorney said it takes a good 3-5 years for our
budget to stabilize, but the time has come to see what is the best company that can help us.  At
this point, we haven’t found the appropriate company that can help.

 Nishan Seal: 88 Everett Road. Issue with budget is transparency and also agrees that we need to
pass a budget that includes revenues, that it is just “common sense”. Agrees to pass budget that
contains revenues. And stated Sebastian’s thoughts about “passing expenses without revenues
is the most financially foolish thing I have ever heard.”  Incredibly irresponsible.  Last month he
pointed out the error and was shocked to know that several of the board members (?) knew about
this error.  This took the budget from being a balanced budget to being a deficit budget.
Additional comments addressing how the budget was done, it made no sense.

Sebastian stated that once Nishan reported the error it was fixed, but if you look at the top of the
budget that mentions that we have to collect a certain amount of money from the membership it
was 300+K and now it’s 400K.  We on the board are all aware that now we need to collect 400K
from membership.  What we can’t agree on is how to do that.  The issue is what we are going to
spend our money on. Feels it’s the community decision, something that the board members
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eluded to, but it’s the board responsibility to take the community’s view into account.  You can
shove this down our throat but it’s not right.  I personally don’t use the beach, I will probably never
use the beach…  We need to be fiscally responsible and financially transparent so that we’re all
on the same page. Feels like the board is hiding costs from the community.

Second point, we need a forum where members can post their concerns respectfully. Nishan
stated he posted something (excel calculation) on FB, was respectful, stating that the
community’s voice must be heard.  Jenn deleted his post.  How can 1 person’s very valid
comments are being deleted?

Jenn deleted that and replied that she could not post something on it that wasn’t
addressed/approved by the entire board.  Jenn tagged Pulkit and Tarak and spoke with Pulkit
afterwards.

Again Nishan stated we need a member’s forum where concerns can be posted. Nishan went on
to explain that he posted the 990 form on FB which spurred community discussion, which led
speaking with Jason and getting us tax exempted and saved us $30K. We need to pass a budget
that incorporates revenues and expenses.  Pulkit addressed the FB issue briefly, feels we should
let posts be done and if we don’t do that, that people will start other pages.  Pulkit states he
remembers Jenn reaching out to him but at the time there were other things happening on FB
with no clear direction, we are now working on defining what is going to be on FB.  CONTACT US
is between Pulkit and the one person, however, if done publicly there may be others with the
exact same question so a way has to be established to share this information. Clarifying that
questions must be direct and relevant.  Jenn stated that this has definitely got to be discussed as
a board, to clearly define guidelines of the page. Rinam added that others have reached out to
her with similar concerns, and suggesting that going forward we need to be on the same page
and one person cannot decide what gets posted and what does not.  Recommends notification
prior to removing post.  Jenn stated that she did run it past the certain members of the board.
Rinam stated that one person cannot have the final say, Jenn stated that everyone on the board
had the ability to approve or deny.  Jenn clarified that the particular post was never taken down,
as it was never posted and reasons that it wasn’t posted was noted.  Pulkit reiterated that we
need to come up with specific guidelines. Deepa stated that if Rinam was making a motion to
have entire board weigh in on what is posted, she seconds it.

MP: Makesh Prajapati 31 Marcella: appreciates all of board members time and energy, his question
more about transparency. Is there a way to present? Suggest if we can put questions on Face Book.
Wants different budgets posted on FB and let people have input on Face Book, so that the community
knows what options are out there.  Also stated that there are many people in the community who
cannot/will not take advantage of all benefits of the lake (swimming/boating etc.) and they should not be
burdened with the financial obligation of supporting these, and further adds he is here to speak on their
behalf. Pulkit advised budget is voted on by the board and explained the rationale for this, other lake
associations and legal council also agrees that efficiency is needed, that we cannot leave it up to 2200
homes, we need to get things passed.  Pulkit also stated that initially he had a different opinion on this but
has learned that it would not be efficient. Jeff also advised member that everyone on the board has the
fiduciary duty to do what is best for the entire association, further stating that although community
members have good intentions, we could be liable for actions taken. Makaesh clarified that the ‘voting’
on the FB would not be official, would be just to share their thoughts and requested to see all versions of
the budget.  Danny responded that it will be discussed among board members and we will come up with
some conclusion. Deepa added that the budget we initially worked on was in News and Views and Jenn
published it on the FB page, today she motioned to put the budget Pulkit worked on should be also
published on the FB page so that community has the option to review and comment on the budget.

Mary Purzycki 273 Marcella Asking, have we ever thought of having a PREDFA workshop where we can
go over rules to improve understanding and stop relying on legal opinion? Feels we need to be educated
and have a better understanding of NJ common property interest act. Believes that the board has certain
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rights when it comes to by-laws, that we need to comply with PREDFA, but feels if we had more
knowledge we could save $ by not contacting lawyer all the time.

NJ Common interest act rules, the membership has certain rights regarding the budget, board approves
but suggests the membership have the rights of ratification.  On 9-D on page 2….this way all 2200
properties have the budget in front of them and have a knowledge of what is going on.  Since we are a
new common interest community, we need to learn all that is involved.  Understands need for basic
membership fee and an obligation to the lake and that recreation activities are not part of that fee.  There
are ways that we can make it fair for everybody.  The association is a community of people, remember
that.  Commented that the ALICE report states 33% of the families in Parsippany are just about making it
financially. She also stated that she strongly suggests that the board get educational workshops of
PREDFA. Pulkit states he will find out what type of workshop is available.

Sangita Revankar call lost? Contacted Pulkit and asked Sebastian why she was not able to contact.
Sebastian stated she is using an older version of ZOOM so we cannot un-mute her. Pulkit asked to send
questions to CONTACT US.

Mayank Desai 68 Fairmount Rd. bylaws…agrees with previous speaker, that we need to understand
difference between rules and compliance of the rules v breaking law, jail and fines.  Feels lawyers are
great, but we need education. Lawyers can advise, but not dictate how to run a community. Community
voices/opinions should matter the most.  If we can’t come to an agreement, don’t have a budget.  Keep
the existing budget in place just move forward monthly, COVID gives us the opportunity to do this.
Suggested we keep same budget as last year.

Deepak Chandak-Block 365, lot 10 (prefers not to give address) appreciates the work of the LPPOA
BOD, delighted in hearing what Nishan has to say, and what Nishan and Jason did regarding tax
exemption savings. Wants to know what the LPPOA BOD has done about people who have not paid?
Any analysis or data research?  Companies or individual owners?  Has any kind of work been done,
stressing to come up with funding before spending any money? Asking that the community be enlisted in
solving concerns rather than going to mediators.... Jeff states that those actions have been taken
already, since $ not being collected influences current fees. Wants to understand what is the timeline we
are giving ourselves to come up with an actionable plan to address collections.  Jeff states that he is
100% correct and we want to move forward yesterday with collections, and although we have been doing
some collections, we need to move forward with more aggressive collections.  Rinam questioned if we are
passing a motion to start collections, is there a reason to do the non-payment survey. Pulkit stated we
need to discuss how to proceed with collections/invoicing/communication to community etc.
Deepa added we discussed survey and shared with entire board, we talked about sending survey out with
current 2021 invoices, and collect data…details need to be finalized.  Jeff also stated that we should bring
this discussion to a work session.  We need to collect but still find out why there is nonpayment.  Deepak
wanted to understand why so many properties are owing (are these actually people who own/reside at
the property or do they live elsewhere and are renting). Sebastian said we send invoices to each property
owner, not necessarily the property address.  We get this info by what is listed with the county.  Rinam
stated can we push people to pay fees, as part of the board meeting.  Stating as a final reminder before
we send to collections, we can communicate this during the meeting.

Patty Ellis: (2:16) UNABLE to unmute

Danny thanked the community for their questions. Asked that all members who could not be heard during
this meeting, please email us using the CONTACT US link.
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ACTION ITEMS

None required

Motion for Budget

 Sebastian motioned to pass budget published in N&V with corrections, fixing error on lines 41 and
52 that was omitted.  Budget funds needed. $ 401,630.00 needed to balance budget.  Chrissy
Seconded. Vote taken from all board members.

Pulkit Desai, President-NO
Danny Desai, VP –NO

Sebastian Ostolaza, Treasurer-YES
Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary-YES

Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary-NO
Chrissy To, District 1-YES
Jeff Star, District 1 –YES

Rinam Shah, District 1 -NO
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 -YES

Darshana Kalavadia District 2-NO
Casey Palermo, District 2-YES
Tony Suprum, District 3 –YES

Don Phelps, District 3-YES
Rajnikant Patel, District 3-NO

Jenn DeStefano, District 4-YES
John Scrivens, District 4-YES

Deepa Patwa Tailor, District 4-NO

Motion Passed 10:7 in favor to Pass the budget $401,630.00

 Motion to post other budget options in Face Book made by Deepa, Seconded by Danny.

Pulkit Desai, President-YES
Danny Desai, VP –YES

Sebastian Ostolaza, Treasurer-NO
Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary- YES

Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary-YES
Chrissy To, District 1-NO
Jeff Star, District 1 –NO

Rinam Shah, District 1 -YES
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 -YES

Darshana Kalavadia District 2-YES
Casey Palermo, District 2-NO
Tony Suprum, District 3 –YES

Don Phelps, District 3-NO
Rajnikant Patel, District 3-YES
Jenn DeStefano, District 4-NO
John Scrivens, District 4-NO

Deepa Patwa Tailor, District 4-YES
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Tony had requested clarification on motion, however Don objected to this as we are in the
process of voting.
Motion passed 11:6 in favor of posting Pulkits version of the budget in Facebook
.

 Motion to approve events proposed by the EVENTS committee submitted by Jenn.
Motion by Marilyn, seconded by Don.  All in favor.  Passed unanimously.

 Motion to Facebook rules-hold off…work session…put for next month...

 Motion to address collections: Sebastian motioned to start collection process:
Accountants sending out invoices stating money due in 30 days.  If we don’t receive
money, then it goes into collections. Tony seconded. Round table: This brought up many
questions…Valid motion, but when can we start sending out collections notice.

Pulkit Desai, President-YES
Danny Desai, VP –YES

Sebastian Ostolaza, Treasurer-YES
Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary- YES

Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary-YES
Chrissy To, District 1-YES
Jeff Star, District 1 –YES

Rinam Shah, District 1 -YES
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 -YES

Darshana Kalavadia District 2-YES
Casey Palermo, District 2YES
Tony Suprum, District 3 –YES

Don Phelps, District 3-YES
Rajnikant Patel, District 3-YES
Jenn DeStefano, District 4-YES
John Scrivens, District 4-YES

Deepa Patwa Tailor, District 4-asking clarification
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This motion brought up many questions regarding clarification.  Additionally, this has already
been voted on…there is a policy in place.  Holding off until further clarification and sending out
collection notices….  Much heated discussions. Sebastian re-motioned, and Deepa suggested
another motion.  Sebastian re-motioned to start collections process, and reiterated entire
collection policy.  Many on the board had comments and questions, and Rinam stated collections
committee should address this.  Sebastian stressed that we need to follow our own policy and
Jeff stated that those who owe actually owe the entire community.  Sebastian stated he made the
motion and it must be voted on.  Deepa suggested and additional clarification vote. Don clarified
that we need to finish the vote.

Pulkit Desai, President-NO
Danny Desai, VP –NO

Sebastian Ostolaza, Treasurer-YES
Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary- NO

Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary-NO
Chrissy To, District 1-YES
Jeff Star, District 1 –YES

Rinam Shah, District 1 -NO
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 -YES

Darshana Kalavadia District 2-NO
Casey Palermo, District 2 YES
Tony Suprum, District 3 –YES

Don Phelps, District 3-NO
Rajnikant Patel, District 3-NO

Jenn DeStefano, District 4-YES
John Scrivens, District 4-YES

Deepa Patwa Tailor, District 4-NO

9:8 Voting to not enforce collection policy with referral to collection agencies at this time.
Sebastian left meeting…
Meeting, because Sebastian was hosting, was disconnected.

Respectfully submitted,

Marilyn Ammirata
Recording Secretary
LPPOA
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